40 Years of Video Husbandry

Paul Dougherty - video editor, producer and self-styled “semi-pro” archivist

Grow, catalog, organize, & make new work.

Then migrate the most clips to digital
Roots - indie & art video 1972/76

NYC Public Access 1974/75

broadcast facilities 1976/86

shooting bands at CBGB’s w/ Metropolis Video 1975
ReMix #1 is a ‘faux’ launch video for cable network “InterProbe: the Cream of International Broadcasting”
ReMix work #2 is a send-up of 80’s & Reagan era
“80’s Time Capsule”
Log entire collection into database

1600 entries from 116 tapes

| J | A | G | C | O | F | L | E | I | W | S | H | T | A | N | C | E |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 |
| 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 |
| 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 | 40 | 41 | 42 | 43 | 44 | 45 | 46 | 47 | 48 |
| 49 | 50 | 51 | 52 | 53 | 54 | 55 | 56 | 57 | 58 | 59 | 60 | 61 | 62 | 63 | 64 |
| 65 | 66 | 67 | 68 | 69 | 70 | 71 | 72 | 73 | 74 | 75 | 76 | 77 | 78 | 79 | 80 |
| 81 | 82 | 83 | 84 | 85 | 86 | 87 | 88 | 89 | 90 | 91 | 92 | 93 | 94 | 95 | 96 |
| 97 | 98 | 99 | 100 | 101 | 102 | 103 | 104 | 105 | 106 | 107 | 108 | 109 | 110 | 111 | 112 |
| 113 | 114 | 115 | 116 | 117 | 118 | 119 | 120 | 121 | 122 | 123 | 124 | 125 | 126 | 127 | 128 |

**raw log (database)**

- Log entire collection into database
- 1600 entries from 116 tapes

**outline of edit order**

- Log entire collection into database
- 1600 entries from 116 tapes

Wednesday, May 6, 15
Distill collection via analog tape compilations 1992/93

**Theme edits** created using database to organize & prep “paper cut” order/flow.

**THEMES**

- Americana
- Animation
- Cold War
- Comedy
- Espionage
- Ethnographic
- Science & Nature
- Science & Tech
- Showbiz & Vaudeville
- Terror & Soviet
- Music comps (punk/funk etc)
- Misc Mixes = mixed bag
Consolidate, Migrate aka Digitize Collection
Transfer, Quality Review - then Purge Originals

1997 -> 2007 compilations & “selects” transferred to Beta SP, DVcam, vDVD & Quicktime
Endgame...
Wall of tapes downsized & digitized to fit on one shelf
You Tube page in 2007 - original work & 80’s archive

catchy screen name
PaulJD2006

Paul Dougherty
archive@postlit.com

YouTube - PaulJD2006's Channel

Includes Zippy Clips, Subscribe, Uploads, Favorites, and Playlists.

Frankie Teardrop
From: PaulJD2006 | June 24, 2007 | 77,084 views

Song by Suicide. Video by Walter Robinson. Edit by Ak & Paul Dougherty.
A film-video hybrid that simulates superimposed projector manipulations and high-end video post-production, finished in 1976. Included in MOMA permanent collection and Rolling Stones "Book of Fanzines:"

View comments, related videos, and more

Viewers will see links here, including "subscribe" and "visit as friend."